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SECTION A - Project description and funding profile
A1.

Project name: Travel Choices for Lewes

A2.

Headline Description

A2.1

Travel Choice for Lewes will deliver practical and attractive sustainable travel solutions for people living and
working in the county town of Lewes.

A2.2

Building on existing infrastructure and sustainable travel choices available, we will create an environment that
enables car commuters travelling to and from Lewes to opt for low carbon alternatives, reducing traffic
congestion and supporting economic growth.

A2.3

In collaboration with the South Downs National Park Authority (SDNPA), and working with the existing strong
community base that exists in Lewes, we will deliver a programme of complementary revenue and capital
measures with a strong emphasis on delivering improvements for pedestrians, cyclists and users of public
transport, within the protected environment of the South Downs National Park (SDNP). This will achieve a
reduction in vehicle kilometres in Lewes of 1,568,061 vehicle kilometres, producing economic benefits
amounting to £246,906 and reducing carbon emissions by 2,652.86 tonnes over the programme period.

A2.4

The development of the programme has been shaped by key partners in the county, some of which will help
deliver elements of the programme (section A9). The overall content of the programme is in synergy with the
overall objectives of our Local Transport Plan 2011-2026, as well as with the area based packages for Lewes and
the South Downs in the LTP Implementation Plan for the period 2011/12 – 15/16 (sections C3 & C4).

A3.

Geographical Area

A3.1

The programme focuses on the historic county town of Lewes, home to nearly 17,000 people. Lewes falls within
the newly designated SDNP, which came into effect in April 2010, and is served by two main transport routes.
The National Park is a strong asset for the county, making it an attractive place to live, work and visit.

A3.2

The A27 west connects Lewes to Brighton, and Eastbourne to the east, whilst the A26 links Lewes to Newhaven.
The town has a train station with services to Eastbourne, Hastings, Brighton, Newhaven and London. Bus routes
provide links to key settlements within Lewes’ hinterland, areas of employment, and places of interest.

Key

---

Lewes District boundary
Key settlements
South Downs National Park

___

Strategic roads
Stations
Villages

A4.

Type of bid: Small Projects Tranche 2 bid
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A5.

Total package cost (£m): £2.458m

A6.

Total DfT funding contribution sought (£m): 2.010m

A7.

Spend Profile

February 2012

£

2012-13

2013-2014

2014-15

Total

Revenue funding sought

348,500
206,035

334,864
321,900

334,676
464,025

1,018,040
991,960

185,000
739,535

120,000
776,764

142,711
941,412

447,711

Capital funding sought
Local Contribution
Total

2,457,711

A8.

Local Contribution

A8.1

The local contributions identified below relate to commitments in our Integrated Transport Capital Programme
for 11/12 and 12/13 using East Sussex County Council funding, and contributions (capital or in-kind) from external
partners as identified in section A9 below.
Organisation/Partner

Type of
contribution

East Sussex County Council – Integrated Transport Capital
Programme 2012/13
South Downs National Park Authority
Section 106 Contributions included in the Integrated Transport
Capital Programme 2012/13
Section 106 Contributions held and likely to be spent over the
Programme period
Southern Rail
Brighton & Hove Bus & Coach Company
TOTAL

Contribution (£)

Capital

80,000

Revenue

30,000

Capital

65,000

Capital

62,711

Capital
Capital

170,000
40,000
447,711

N.B Brighton & Hove Buses have provided £100,000 of contribution, £40,000 for this bid and £60,000 for the East
Sussex Coastal Towns – Better Travel to Work and Education.

A9.

Partnership bodies

A9.1

Our LSTF package has been designed in partnership with the South Downs National Park Authority, and local
public, private and third sector organisations. The following partners will deliver elements of the bid; evidence of
their willingness to deliver these elements is provided in Appendix 1.
Partner

Role

East Sussex
County Council

The County Council as the lead partner will co-ordinate the
delivery of the package through the Project Management role. A
number of the elements of the bid will also be delivered by
existing County Council roles, particularly the Marketing &
Promotions element of the bid.
The SDNPA will work closely with ESCC in the delivery of a
number of capital and revenue elements of the programme.

South Downs
National Park
Authority (SDNPA)
Lewes District
Council

The District Council will be key partner in the delivery on a
number of elements of the programme. They will help the
County Council with liaison with local communities and the
business community in the roll out of the revenue measures and
implementation of capital infrastructure improvements which
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Partner

Action in Rural
Sussex (AiRS)

Job Centre Plus

Partnership and
Provision team,
Children’s
Services, East
Sussex County
Council
Sussex Community
Rail Partnership
(CRP)

Sustrans

Public Health

Brighton & Hove
City Council

Brighton & Hove
Bus and Coach
Company
A9.2

Role
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Delivery
partner

support economic growth and cut carbon emissions in Lewes.
As a Work Programme provider, AiRS will be a key partner in the
delivery of the ‘Wheels 2 Work and Learning’ (Package L5)
scheme. They will help to develop this following the operator
tender process, over the LSTF period, into a self sustaining social
enterprise.
Deliver and work in partnership with all relevant partners in the
delivery of the ‘Wheels 2 Work & Learning Scheme’ (Package L5),
especially through the Work Programme, to target people that
face transport barriers in accessing employment and education.
Promote ‘Wheels 2 Work and Learning’ through a range of youth
networks and directly to young people and their parent/carers.
Identify appropriate young people that could benefit from the
‘Wheels 2 Work & Learning’ scheme.

Promote the new Seaford-Brighton rail partnership line at Lewes
(Package L2) to increase uptake of rail passengers, develop
initiatives and information to promote access by rail to
employment, education and training. CRP will work with
employers and education establishments to instil confidence in
using rail and increase passenger numbers, reducing reliance on
the private car.
Deliver the Active Travel Initiatives in schools, colleges and
businesses in Lewes, plus bicycle maintenance alongside local
cycle groups.
Take forward work on active travel to encourage employees to
improve their physical and mental health and reduce their carbon
footprint (Packages L1 and L3).
Operate and maintain the GPRS based Real Time Passenger
Information (RTPI) system on East Sussex County Council’s behalf.
Work in partnership with Brighton & Hove City Council Workplace
Travel Planning Co-ordinator to promote sustainable travel to
work options to and from Lewes.
Upgrade on-bus equipment and operate and maintain its
elements of the GPRS RTPI system in East Sussex.

Funding
partner





















Our bid also complements the following other Local Sustainable Transport Fund bids:
East Sussex County Council – Better Travel to Work & Education (Tranche 2)
This bid is focused on travel to work, education and training in the county’s four coastal towns of Newhaven,
Eastbourne, Bexhill and Hastings. It is complementary to this bid in terms of the similar nature of a number
of the measures being proposed including Real Time Passenger Information and the Wheels 2 Work and
Education scheme. If both these bids are successful, it will provide greater coverage of both these elements
in the county. This bid, however, is separate from the coastal towns bid because of the particular
characteristics and geography of the coastal towns and their respective levels of deprivation, and the fact
that Lewes is within the SDNP.
South Downs National Park & the New Forest National Park Partnership Bid – ‘Sustainable Transport
Solutions for England’s two newest National Parks’ (Tranche 2)
This bid will complement the partnership bid led by Hampshire County Council in collaboration with the
South Downs National Park Authority, the New Forest National Park Authority, and the relevant transport
authorities of West Sussex, Wiltshire, Surrey, Brighton & Hove and East Sussex. The bid is focused on
targeting visitors and encouraging them to travel by sustainable modes. There is obviously a clear synergy
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between these bids in terms of a focus on delivering sustainable transport solutions within a protected
environment, but this bid will add value by providing a clear focus on visitors to South Downs National Park
area, including Lewes.
Brighton & Hove City Council – Lewes Road Corridor (Successful Tranche 1 Bid)
This bid will strongly complement and utilise investment provided by the DfT to Brighton & Hove City
Council’s successful Tranche 1 bid for Lewes Road Corridor, in particular to the element of RTPI. As outlined
in section C1 of this bid, the introduction of RTPI in Lewes would utilise the GPRS functionality provided by
the upgraded Brighton & Hove system, currently being delivered as part of Brighton & Hove’s Tranche 1 bid.

SECTION B – The Local Challenge
B1.

The Local Context

B1.1

The historic town of Lewes is located within the eastern part of the newly designated South Downs National Park
(SDNP). Traffic congestion, poor air quality and traffic noise in and around Lewes impact on this protected
environment.

B1.2

The partnership between the transport authority and the national park authority will tackle these key issues
through the delivery of this LSTF programme by reducing transport carbon emissions to protect the character and
attractiveness of the South Downs, whilst supporting and enhancing the local economy.

B1.3

The town is famous for its historic and environmental importance, making it a popular place to live; it also
provides services to residents in town and the wider district. The historic nature of the town draws well over
1
100,000 visitors a year.

B1.4

A complementary LSTF bid led by Hampshire County Council includes measures focused on visitor travel for the
New Forest/SDNP, which will benefit visitor travel to Lewes and the wider parks.

B1.5

Lewes provides more than half of the 22,400 jobs within SDNP/ESCC's shared boundaries. Over 12,500 people
work in Lewes town, making it an important employment destination, drawing in 8,400 commuters every day.
Whilst Lewes is an important local employment centre, commuter traffic exerts a considerable burden on the
historic town centre.

B1.6

Lewes provides key county level administrative services, including County and District Councils, Crown and
County Courts, Sussex Police Headquarters and the Ambulance Service. Nearly half of the jobs in the town are
based in public administration, education and health sectors, while the retail sector is also significant, providing
10% of employment.

B1.7

Air quality is poor as a result of traffic congestion within the town centre. This has led to the declaration of an Air
Quality Management Area (AQMA) in the town; one of only two AQMAs in East Sussex.

B1.8

The outward perception of Lewes as an affluent town masks pockets of deprivation. The Index of Multiple
Deprivation (2010) shows that the Landport estate in Lewes Castle ward ranks amongst the 25% most deprived
areas nationally and in the 7% most deprived for education, skills and training.

B1.9

Unemployment in Lewes, as measured by the Jobseekers Allowance claimant count, reached 3.1% in January
2012, and was as high as 4.1% in Lewes Castle ward.

B1.10

The emerging Local Development Plan for Lewes District emphasises the need to facilitate private sector
growth in the town centre to broaden the scope of the town economy, and provide wider employment
opportunities.
Lewes District Council has a long history of delivering successful sustainable travel initiatives in the town,
including town wide cycling and walking challenges, Fume Free Friday and a Car Club.

B1.11

1

Tourist Information Centre, Lewes, 2011/12
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Evidence
Overburdened road network

B2.1

The A27 provides strategic access to Lewes, carrying an average daily traffic flow of 57,000 vehicles through the
district. By 2026 the volume of traffic on the Falmer section of the A27 is expected to exceed available road
2
capacity .Traffic congestion levels on the approaches to Lewes have the potential to be reduced, and can be
achieved through providing for and encouraging sustainable transport measures.

B2.2

Around 19,500 car journeys are made by people travelling through the town to work, with more people incommuting into Lewes than out-commuting every day. Of the 8,400 commuters travelling into the town, just over
half travel from within Lewes district and neighbouring Brighton & Hove (30% and 21% respectively). A further
fifth travel in from Wealden district.

B2.3

The flow of workers between Lewes and Brighton & Hove is further evidenced by out-commuting figures, which
show that nearly a third of those residents commuting out of Lewes town (1,100 commuters) travel to the city.
The rest of Lewes district (19%) and London (14%) are also important destinations.

B2.4

Three quarters of workers commuting into Lewes (6, 500) travel by car along with a quarter of the 4,000 people
that live and work in the town, a third of these local residents travel less than 5km. This reliance on the private
car, even for relatively short local journeys, contributes significantly to carbon emissions, and affects air quality in
the town.
Figure 1 – Commuting flows in/out of Lewes town

Poor air quality.
B2.5

A long standing problem in Lewes is the poor air quality in the town centre caused by vehicle emissions trapped
in the narrow streets, which date from the medieval times and are not suited to modern traffic conditions.
Monitoring of pollutant levels shows the annual mean Air Quality Objectives (AQO) for nitrogen dioxide continues
3
to be exceeded at a number of locations.

B2.6

An Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) has been declared for Lewes town centre, focused on the area around
Station Street/Fisher Street/West Street. Whilst the Beddingham crossing on the A27 and the Living Cliffe

2
3

Highways Agency Regional Network Report, 2008
2010 Air Quality Progress Report for Lewes District Council, July 2010 Lewes District Council and Sussex Air
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schemes have been implemented in recent years, a number of other transport related measures have been
4
identified in the Air Quality Action Plan to help address the air quality issues. These include:
A scheme at White Hill/Fisher Street/West Street,
Lewes Town Centre 20mph zone,
Phoenix roundabout and Eastgate bus priority scheme,
Offham Road Pedestrian Priority Scheme,
Ringmer to Lewes Cycleway, and
Lewes Railway Station Forecourt Works.
B2.7

There is local support for the above transport measures to decongest the town centre, for example, Lewes Living
Streets Group is promoting 20 mile an hour zones in Lewes, supported by a 2,000 strong petition, which has been
included in this programme. Some of these schemes are linked to development coming forward through Lewes’
Local Plan and are likely to be delivered by developers.
Travelling by sustainable modes

B2.8

Lewes has good rail connections to London, the Coastway, Gatwick airport, Newhaven ferry and the continent.
The town is also a hub for local bus services from the main neighbouring towns. However, services to the South
Downs and settlements could benefit from improvements, as well as services within the town, including to the
train station which currently has limited access by bus because of restrictions of the railway/road bridge.

B2.9

Although Lewes is well connected for public transport, there continues to be a high reliance on the private car.
Barriers, both perceived and real, preventing commuters and residents from walking, cycling or taking public
transport include:
The hilly topography of Lewes, with residential and employment areas situated throughout Lewes in areas of
varying steepness,
Historic road layout - narrow roads which affect sense of safety and security and create perceived and actual
conflict between pedestrians, cyclists and drivers,
Lack of awareness of routes, insufficient signage for walking and cycling routes, maps and information,
Gaps in the cycle and walking network linking residential and employment areas of the town,
Lack of confidence to travel by bicycle, insufficient provision of education and training for potential cyclists,
and
Poor integration between bus and rail.

B2.10

There is only one formal cycle route (Route 90) that comes into Lewes which runs between Falmer (A27) and the
5
western outskirts of Lewes near the prison crossroads; 135 trips were recorded daily on this route. There are
informal cycle routes into and around Lewes, however, these will need to be formalised and promoted to
encourage greater use.

B2.11

There are 316 miles of public rights of way in the SDNP in East Sussex, managed by ESCC. In terms of travel, the
SDNPA is responsible for enabling and encouraging access to and within the park by sustainable modes. Access to
the South Downs for leisure and recreation is currently available by walking, cycling, bus and rail, and the
preferred mode being by car. This arises, in part, because of the absence of information enabling people to make
informed choices on non car related travel.
Managing demand

B2.12

4
5

Parking in the district is managed through civil parking enforcement. There is a controlled parking zone in the
town which has helped to reduce the volume of traffic churning in the town centre. Effective management of the
parking stock in Lewes complemented by this programme of sustainable travel solutions will help further reduce
traffic congestion in the town, mitigate the impact on the historic town centre, support the local economy (for
example by reducing travel time lost to business), and reduce carbon emissions.

Lewes Air Quality Action Plan, Lewes District Council, 2008, p.15-19
ESCC automatic counter, 2009
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B3.1

The aim of our LSTF programme is:

February 2012

To deliver practical and attractive sustainable travel solutions for people going about their daily
lives, living and working in the county town of Lewes. The key aims are to tackle localised traffic
congestion, to support economic growth, and to mitigate the impact of travel on the protected
environment of the South Downs National Park in which Lewes is situated.
B3.2

Our LSTF objectives complement the objectives of Local Transport Plan 2011-2026 and the overall LTP strategy of
supporting sustainable economic growth by:
Supporting economic growth by implementing sustainable travel measures that support future
development,
Reducing traffic congestion on the routes into and within Lewes,
Recognising and addressing barriers to car drivers opting for low carbon alternatives – both physical and
perceived
Improving travel choices to enable greater levels of walking, cycling, bus, rail and car sharing, and
Reducing carbon emissions.

B3.3

The methodology for evaluating how these objectives will be achieved is outlined in Section E of the bid.

SECTION C – Travel Choices for Lewes
C1.

Programme Description

C1.1

Our LSTF programme specifically targets short car based journeys by residents to local services and car based
commuters travelling to key employment and education in Lewes town, by providing attractive and practical
alternatives to driving. In partnership with public, private and third sector organisations, we will improve end to
end journey experiences and overcome the barriers associated with using sustainable travel options enabling
people travelling less than 5km to switch from private car to walking, cycling or bus; or if they are travelling
longer distance over 5km, to opt for bus, rail or car sharing.

C1.2

This will be achieved by:
Working in collaboration with the SDNPA,
Building on the existing strong community base that exists in Lewes,
Implementing a package of complementary revenue and capital measures, which will deliver improvements
for pedestrians, cyclists and users of public transport, and
Working with a range of businesses and organisations to deliver the programme of measures for residents,
employees, and students in Lewes.

C1.3

Our wide reaching marketing campaign, Travel Choices for Lewes will provide a strong brand complemented by
five distinct elements, each with a mix of capital and revenue funding, to promote and enable greater travel
choice.

C1.4

Although the programme has been split into a number of elements, each of these elements are interlinked and
provide benefits wider than the targeted groups, and will complement the proposed measures identified for
delivery as part of the ESCC LTP Implementation Plan up to 2015/16. The programme is shown pictorially in
Appendix 2.

C1.5

The overall programme will be managed by a LSTF Programme Manager based at East Sussex County Council.
Further details of the delivery structure are outlined in section E1.
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Element L1 - Supporting Travel Behaviour Change – Programme Branding
Summary
Measure
Marketing Programme

Where will it be delivered
Town wide

Initial launch campaign
TravelChoice website
enhancements

Town wide
Town wide

Who it will target
Key employers/educational
establishments/community
groups in the town including
public sector employers, Sussex
Downs College, Ambulance
Service, Malling and Phoenix
Industrial Estates and
community organisations under
the Lewes Town Partnership.
As above
As above

C1.6

In partnership with the SDNPA and Lewes District Council, we will use the overarching branding of ‘Travel Choices
for Lewes’ to launch our marketing programme of campaigns and information which will run throughout the
programme period to encourage sustainable travel and reduce the impact of motorised traffic on the local
protected South Downs National Park environment.

C1.7

Our initial engagement campaign will challenge people to replace just one car journey with a sustainable travel
alternative for one week. We will use SDNP themed incentives to encourage communities and employers to take
up this challenge, and use appropriate social media techniques to reach our target groups.

C1.8

Further marketing campaigns will be delivered in phases throughout the programme period, supported by
branded, printed and online material, including sustainable travel maps, leaflets, timetables and information
published in local community partner organisations, or in- house workplace publications.

C1.9

The Travel Choices for Lewes campaigns and information will be supported by the county’s ‘TravelChoice’
website. Revenue investment will be utilised to upgrade the website to include dedicated pages for ‘Travel
Choices for Lewes’. This will provide a one-stop-shop for information about walking, cycling, bus, rail and car
sharing, and essentially provide supportive information for the activities being undertaken as part of the other
elements of the programme, during and beyond the LSTF period.

Element L2 - Enabling Low Carbon Alternatives to Driving
Summary
Measure
Introduce Real Time Passenger
Information System (RTPI)

Where will it be delivered
Bus routes 29, 29x, 28 and
throughout the town centre

Promotion of RTPI System

Through employers and
community groups

Bus Waiting Facilities
Improvements

On bus routes 28, 29, 29x, and
throughout town centre to
complement RTPI bus
infrastructure
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Who it will target
In - commuters and local
residents undertaking journeys
for work, education and to
other key services
Key employers and educational
establishments in the town
including public sector
employers, Sussex Downs
College, and Ambulance
Service, Malling and Phoenix
Industrial Estates and
community organisations under
the Lewes Town Partnership.
In - commuters and local
residents undertaking journeys
for work, education and to
other key services

Travel Choices for Lewes - East Sussex County Council & South Downs National Park Authority
Local Sustainable Transport Fund Tranche 2 bid
Measure
Improvements to walking & cycling
infrastructure – town centre

Where will it be delivered
Lewes Station Interchange,
High Street to West Street, and
Lewes Station Foot Bridge

Improvements to walking & cycling
infrastructure – routes into Lewes

Lewes – Falmer,
Falmer to Woodingdean

Cycling/Walking Signing Strategy

Town wide

February 2012

Who it will target
Residents, employees, and
students walking and cycling
into and within Lewes especially
those within 5km
Residents, employees, and
students walking and cycling
into and within Lewes,
especially those within 5km
Residents, employees, and
students walking and cycling
into and within Lewes,
especially those within 5km

C1.10

This element will create an environment conducive to enabling people to choose public transport, walking or
cycling for everyday journeys. We want those trying new modes of travel to experience an efficient, safe and
comfortable journey so that they are encouraged to travel that way again.

C1.11

To provide a reliable and attractive alternative to the private car, this element will deliver RTPI for bus travel in
Lewes. It will be focused on the corridors between:Lewes and Brighton, routes 28, 29 and 29X,
Throughout the town, and
To the key rural villages, such as Ringmer in the hinterland to the north and east of Lewes (bus route 28).

C1.12

This will provide local people, and people commuting into the town, with the reassurance of knowing when their
bus will arrive, which has a huge potential to foster greater confidence in the reliability of bus travel to and from
Lewes thereby encouraging greater use of buses.

C1.13

A considerable benefit to providing RTPI in Lewes is being able to utilise Brighton & Hove City Council’s RTPI
system which is being upgraded using funding approved as part of Brighton & Hove’s successful Tranche 1 LSTF
bid. Building on the upgraded system, we will extend the RTPI onto the route from Brighton which serves Lewes,
Ringmer (28) and Uckfield-Tunbridge (28, 29, 29X). For the system to become operational in Lewes, ESCC will
upgrade its elements of the RTPI infrastructure and install signs in the town. All relevant Brighton & Hove Bus
times would be immediately visible on the RTPI signs in Lewes. This will complement the upgraded RTPI system
being proposed for Newhaven and Eastbourne, and new facilities in Bexhill and Hastings as part of our coastal
towns bid, thereby providing comprehensive coverage over a significant part of the county.

C1.14

Working in partnership with Brighton & Hove Buses and together with Brighton & Hove City Council:
Brighton & Hove Buses will upgrade their on–bus equipment on approximately 20 buses to utilise the GPRS
technology,
East Sussex County Council will work in partnership with key employers and community organisations to
identify 10 locations for real time passenger information bus stop signs in Lewes. These will also be
delivered at the rail station, together with access to information via the bus operator websites and mobile
phones,
Maintenance support will be provided by the supplier of Brighton & Hove City Council’s upgraded RTPI
system through a formal agreement,
Delivery of improvements to bus stops in the town where RTPI bus stop signs are installed, and
Marketing campaign and promotion of the new scheme on key bus corridors, including Lewes – Brighton, to
key employers and the local community, in collaboration with Brighton & Hove Buses.

C1.15

The investment will also provide a framework for other commercial operators and local County Council subsidised
‘Rider services’ in Lewes to be added to the system.

C1.16

Congestion from traffic is a key issue in Lewes town centre. We will tackle this by improving walking and cycling
on the following key routes into the town and within the town centre, complemented by targeted initiatives with
the local community and employees, as outlined in L3 &L4:
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Lewes Train Station - pollutants from traffic are the main contributor to the AQMA north of Lewes train
station in the town centre. To improve integration of sustainable modes of travel at the station and improve
traffic flow in this area, we will create an interchange that accommodates pedestrians, cyclists, buses and
taxis.
High Street to West Street - we will improve the walking routes and junctions between the station and the
High Street, and from the High Street to West Street in the town centre. These work proposals are included
as measures M8 in the Lewes AQAP referred to in parapgragp B2.6.
Lewes Station Foot Bridge - we will create a cycle ramp on Lewes station footbridge to facilitate access from
the rail station to the local college, secondary school and leisure centre.
C1.17

These measures will be complemented by a number of promotions and initiatives, including by the Sussex
Community Rail Partnership (CRP), who will promote the new Seaford-Brighton community rail line at Lewes.
The Sussex CRP will target employees, education establishments to instil confidence in using rail to further
increase rail passenger numbers. Plus-Bus and integrated ticketing will be promoted in partnership with the local
public transport operators, including ‘The Key’, a contactless smartcard, currently being trialled on the Southern
network between Seaford and Brighton. This will provide customers with greater flexibility in terms of where
they can travel with ITSO based technology. The next stage of rollout (Spring 2012) is between Glynde and Bexhill
which will mean that the majority of the East Coastway route will be able to travel with ‘The Key’. The vision is to
link up with other train operating companies to provide better interoperability.

C1.18

Further improvements to walking and cycling infrastructure will also be delivered on the routes into Lewes:
Between Lewes and Falmer – this will be delivered in partnership with the Highways Agency and the SDNPA.
Between Falmer and Woodingdean this will be delivered in partnership with the SDNPA and Brighton &
Hove City Council, who are part funding the Falmer – Woodingdean shared cycling and walking route.

C1.19

These measures will improve the commuting journey for cyclists and pedestrians leaving and entering Lewes, and
encourage more people to use sustainable transport modes on these routes. The enhancements to the cycle
network serving Lewes will also connect with the improvements that are being delivered up to the border of
ESCC as part of Brighton & Hove City Council’s successful Lewes Road Corridor Tranche 1 bid.

C1.20

To complement the improvements to walking and cycling access outlined in elements L3 and L4, a comprehensive
Lewes wide signing strategy will be delivered. Appropriate signing will be provided on the approaches to Lewes
from the residential areas to the town centre, and in and around the town centre, particularly to key employment
centres and service destinations, including the signing of National Cycle Route 90 from the outskirts of Lewes
and through the town.

C1.21

The measures in the programme will provide an opportunity to de-clutter the streets of unnecessary signage,
thereby improving the public realm of Lewes. Signage appropriate to a national park setting will also direct
walkers and cyclists towards the most appropriate and safest routes.

Element L3 - Working together for travel behaviour change
Summary
Measure
Active Travel Co-ordinator
employed by Public Health

Where will it be delivered
Town wide

Active Travel Planning Businesses
& Organisations/Community
Travel Planning – Schools and
Community Groups

Town wide

- 10 -

Who it will target
Employees at key places of
employment and education and
community organisations
through the Lewes Town
Partnership
Key employers in the town
including public sector
employers, Sussex Downs
College, and Ambulance
Service, Malling and Phoenix
Industrial Estates, educational
establishments and community
organisations through the
Lewes Town Partnership (59)
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C1.22

To ensure that the target groups for the programme (employees and local organisations) participate and are
receptive to the range of marketing campaigns, sustainable travel initiatives, and infrastructure measures that
will be delivered, a central engagement method is fundamental.

C1.23

To achieve this, an Active Travel Co-ordinator will be employed by the East Sussex Public Health team to work
with community groups, schools and employers in the town.

C1.24

In order to engage with local communities including schools, the Active Travel Co-ordinator will work with the
Lewes Town Partnership, and identify community champions who will be supported to deliver ‘Community Travel
Planning’ with local groups and schools. All schools in Lewes developed travel plans as part of the DfT/DfE
Travelling to School Initiative. In partnership with the Active Travel Co-ordinator community champions will
support schools with further development of their ‘Travel Plan Actions’, by delivering sustainable travel advice,
signposting and facilitating participation in other initiatives offered as part of the programme in elements L3 & L4,
and develop bespoke active travel initiatives personalised to the needs of schools and community groups they are
working with.

C1.25

This will include campaigns and initiatives such as:‘Pass it On’ an opportunity for local people to pass on local sustainable travel information and any positive
experiences from this, as well passing it back to us when potential improvements have been identified.
Developing travel information packs within community groups/schools that can be distributed locally
including by estate agents to encourage sustainable travel habits by newcomers to the town.
Engaging with other organisations that provide health related services within the community, such as
weight loss groups or the Stop Smoking Support Programme, and reinforcing health improvement through
active sustainable travel when individuals have already made a conscious decision to improve their health.

C1.26

L4 identifies further initiatives that will support and enable the delivery of this element.

C1.27

To support engagement with organisations and local businesses we will use existing relationships developed
through a County Council green business project called ‘Local Carbon Essentials’. Working closely with
organisations and businesses, the Active Travel Co-ordinator will undertake active travel planning and develop a
customised package of measures - under the ‘Travel Choices for Lewes’ brand - from the sustainable travel
initiatives and marketing campaigns that will be offered as part of the programme in L1 & L4. The Active Travel
Co-ordinator will facilitate collaboration between organisations, and help to ensure sustainable travel is
embedded into an organisation’s culture through its plans, processes and strategies.

C1.28

Initiatives will include promoting greater levels of home working enabled through the broadband opportunities
that will increasingly become available at business breakfasts in the town. This will help to reduce the number of
workplace travel journeys.

C1.29

We will target approximately 7,500 employees at East Sussex County Council, Lewes District Council, Sussex
Police, the Crown, County and Magistrates Courts, Lewes Prison, Ambulance Service, Malling and Phoenix
6
Industrial Estates, Harvey’s Brewery, Tesco’s, Waitrose, and Sussex Downs College, along with a number of
SME’s in the town.

C1.30

The TravelChoice website and the car sharing database provide opportunities for people to share journeys using
an online database. It enables prospective passengers and drivers to log the details of their journeys online, and
to search for matches to share their trip. TravelChoice currently has 2,193 members and is estimated to save
1,720,363 miles and 566 tonnes of CO2 over the next 12 months. Working alongside the Active Travel Coordinator and utilising existing ESCC resources referred to in L1, large organisations in Lewes that are not
currently signed up to the website will be targeted to sign up to the car share database on the TravelChoice
website.

C1.31

To support businesses, organisations, and community groups with the sharing of good practice and information,
an online forum hosted on the TravelChoice website will be developed, along with an online sustainable travel
toolkit that will provide continued support following the end of the LSTF programme.

6

ONS Inter Departmental Business Register (IDBR) Sept 2011
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Element L4 - Let’s Get Moving
Summary
Measure
Active Travel Initiatives – including
Bike It

Where will it be delivered
Town wide

Walking and Cycling Challenge

Town wide

Promotion of existing
walking/cycling routes

Town wide

Adult Cycle Training – Bikeability
Training Level 3

Town wide

Cycle Parking

Town wide

Who it will target
Residents, employees, and
students walking and cycling
into and within Lewes,
especially those within 5km
Key workplaces and schools
Residents, employees, and
students walking and cycling
into and within Lewes,
especially those within 5km
Employees SME’s & Local
Community Groups through the
Lewes Town Partnership
Key destinations for cyclists,
including key employment and
key services in the town.

C1.32

Equipping people with training, or bringing a fun and competitive element that improves people’s confidence in
trying out sustainable ways of travel will help to achieve long term travel behaviour change to sustainable modes.

C1.33

Working closely with the Active Travel Co-ordinator, Sustrans and ESCC will deliver a package of measures called
Active Travel that combines training, challenges and initiatives to make sustainable travel a viable option for
journeys to work and education. This will be targeted at educational establishments, organisations and
businesses and community organisations where walking and cycling is a viable option for people who live less
than 2km if walking, or less then 5km if cycling, from their workplace, school or journeys to other key local
services. This element will be closely supported by element CT3, which through travel planning will identify which
businesses, organisations, educational establishments and community groups are most appropriate to deliver this
initiative.

C1.34

Delivery of the Bike It Initiative will provide intensive support to promote cycling within organisations, including
cycling incentive schemes, cycling events, cycle training and maintenance training.

C1.35

An annual Walking & Cycling Challenge will be offered to all workplaces, schools and community groups to
motivate and encourage businesses and local organisations to get involved in a competitive town wide event to
promote active travel to work and on local journeys. Incentives will be South Downs National Park themed,
showing how sustainable travel choices contribute to the national park purposes and its enjoyment, and will build
on the successful Cycle Challenges run by Lewes District Council over the last 2 years.

C1.36

Local bespoke promotions of existing walking/cycling routes will be targeted at residents of Lewes to
demonstrate how local routes link with key services in the town - whether to school or college, to the local shops,
or to the local leisure facilities. This will be complemented by Cycle Training - Bikeability Training Level 3 targeted
at local community groups to encourage more cycling for local journeys. This should support and enable more
people to travel with confidence and improve safety on roads and cycle routes in the town.

C1.37

Community Bike Re-cycling will be delivered by local community groups and through local schools where the
people will be provided with the opportunity to recycle their old cycles that family members may have outgrown.
Employers would be also encouraged to participate.

C1.38

The initiatives will be supported by the delivery of cycle parking at key services in and around the town for local
people and at key employment sites, especially where CCTV is available.

C1.39

A programme of 20mph speed limit zones will also be delivered in the town to complement the walking and
cycling access improvements in L2, and to support the increased pedestrian and cycling activity resulting from
this.
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Element L5 – Wheels to Work & Learning
Summary
Measure
Wheels to Work & Education

Where will it be delivered
Lewes Town

Who it will target
30 Job Seekers/NEETS annually
– 90 over the bid period

C1.40

Transport is often cited as a barrier to accessing employment and training by clients being supported by
Jobcentre Plus and young people. These barriers include the cost of travel, the time travel takes often incurring
two separate bus journeys or one train and one bus journey, the lack of appropriate travel choices or simply
being unaware of the travel choices that are available.

C1.41

This new initiative will enable cycles, electric cycles or mopeds to be loaned to provide improved access to
employment opportunities, where transport has been identified as a key barrier.

C1.42

This initiative will be targeted at local, mainly workless people, through the Job Centre and the Work Programme
for those people who are returning to work. It will also target the most vulnerable 16-19 year olds not in
education, employment or training (NEETS). These young people will be identified through the County Council
NEETS Partnership Manager. This initiative has the potential to support 30 job seekers/NEETS over the
programme period.

C1.43

The key delivery partners include Action in Rural Sussex (AiRS) who are the key work programme provider in this
part of the County, along with Job Centre Plus and the County Council Children Services department. The scheme
will be subject to a tendering process and will make cycles/electric bikes and mopeds available to people for a
low fee over a year, after which time they would have the opportunity to purchase the cycle or moped.

C1.44

As part of the continuation strategy, the key aim will be to develop the scheme into a social enterprise, which will
maximise the opportunity to support more people in the future. We have been developing contacts with local
businesses and with moped and electric bike distributors in order to ensure their support and possible
sponsorship if the scheme is funded through the LSTF.

C2.

Package Costs

C2.1

Detailed costs of each element are included in Appendix 3.

C2.2

The costs for element 1 would be reduced by £171, 627 if this and the ‘ESCC East Sussex Coastal Towns - Better
Travel to Work & Education’ bid were both successful, as we envisage one LSTF Programme Manager would be
required to deliver both programmes.

CT1. Supporting Travel Behaviour
Change
CT2. Enabling Low Carbon
Alternatives to Driving
CT3. Working together for travel
behaviour change
CT4. Let’s Get Moving
CT5. Wheels to Work & Education &
Job Centre Plus Initiatives

Revenue
Capital
Revenue
Capital
Revenue
Capital
Revenue
Capital
Revenue
Capital

Revenue Total
Capital Total
Grand Total
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2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Total

80,820

82,196

88,611

251,627

89,000
151,125
46,330

87,500
206,900
49,133

68,500
289,025
50,932

245,000
647,050
146,415

87,000
5,000
45,350
49,910

75,850
15,000
40,185
100,000

85,513
25,000
41,100
150,000

248,363
45,000
126,635
299,910

348,500
206,035
554,535

334,864
321,900
656,764

334,676
464,025
798,701

1,018,040
991,960
2,010,000
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C3.

Rationale & Strategic Fit

C3.1

The Bid has been developed to complement existing local strategies, including that of the recently designated
SDNP. The authority is in the process of establishing its future Management Plan; however key issues faced in the
park are reflected in the previous AONB Area Management Plan for the South Downs. Key themes identified
within the SDNP Management Plan are:
Protecting attractive landscapes, culture, heritage and tranquillity,
Protecting wildlife, habitats and reducing pollution,
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and adapting to climate change,
Promoting sustainable communities,
Enhancing countryside recreation and access opportunities,
Supporting a buoyant local economy which supports and contributes to management of parks, and
Reducing impacts of traffic and transport.

C3.2

The rationale for the LSTF programme is informed by the high level objectives outlined in our Local Transport Plan
2011 - 2026, to:
Support economic competitiveness and growth,
Tackle climate change,
Improve safety, health and security,
Improve accessibility and enhance social inclusion, and
Improve quality of life.

C3.3

The table below sets out how the proposed measures in the bid will support the LTP3 objectives, and includes
ESCC’s transport specific objectives:
LTP Themes

Improve economic
competitiveness and
growth

Transport specific objectives

Improve strategic and local
connectivity of communities to
facilitate economic and physical
growth
Reduce congestion
Improve maintenance and efficient
management of the transport network

Improve safety, health
and security

Tackle climate change

Improve accessibility &
enhance social inclusion

Improve road safety for vulnerable
road users

Impact of Travel
Choices in Lewes
Programme

Links to C1
Programme
Package



L2-L5



L1-L5




Reduce number of people killed and
seriously injured (KSIs) in road crashes



Improve personal health and wellbeing
through active travel



L2
L2-L5
L2-L4
L1-L5

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
local air pollution and noise from
transport



L1-L5

Increase the resilience of transport
infrastructure and services to the
effects of climate change



L2

Improve access to jobs, services and
leisure.



L1-L5
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Improve quality of life

Key




Transport specific objectives

Contribute to the protection and
enhancement of the local natural and
built environment

Low positive impact
Medium positive impact
High positive impact

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5

Impact of Travel
Choices in Lewes
Programme

February 2012

Links to C1
Programme
Package



L1 & L2

Supporting Travel Behaviour Change
Enabling Low Carbon Alternatives to Driving
Working together for travel behaviour change
Let's Get Moving
Wheels to Work and Education

C3.4

These objectives reflect the national transport goals as well as those of a number of other ESCC strategies,
including the Rights of Way Improvement Plan, the draft East Sussex Economic Development Strategy, the
Sustainable Community Strategy, and the County Council’s Corporate Priorities.

C3.5

The objectives and interventions proposed in the bid also have a strong fit with the South East Local Enterprise
Partnership (SELEP) Mission and Vision Statement:
"Our single goal for the LEP is to promote steady, sustained economic growth over the next two decades.
Moreover, we must achieve this growth whilst simultaneously enhancing and protecting the valuable natural
assets which make our communities and landscapes attractive and distinctive."

C4.

Community Support
Engagement through the development of LTP3 Implementation Plan

C4.1

Support from residential and business communities has been imperative in the development of the bid, and will
be key to the successful delivery of the programme. Extensive public consultation was undertaken between
November 2010 and January 2011 as part of developing the County’s Local Transport Plan (LTP) 2011-2026 to
help determine the level of support for the overall LTP strategy, focused on sustainable economic growth. As part
of the development of the LTP Implementation Plan and the LSTF bid, a consultation workshop was held with key
local partners in the Lewes area to identify whether ESCC had identified all the appropriate issues and
opportunities in the area. It was also an opportunity to begin working with partners and local organisations on
the type of transport related measures that could be delivered to alleviate the issues.
Lewes District Council

C4.2

Support from Lewes District Council was key due to the long history the district has in delivering successful
delivery of sustainable travel initiatives in the town. Working closely with the district council has allowed us to
build upon existing initiatives previously delivered, and ensure that proposed infrastructure also supports the
town AQMA action plan and supports future planned development.
Working in partnership with an existing strong community base

C4.3

Lewes has a strong community base which is supported by the Lewes Town Partnership who are supportive of the
bid; the letter of support is in Appendix 1. The Partnership was formed in 2003 to provide a means for groups and
organisations in Lewes to come together to seek solutions to issues that face the town and to benefit its people,
and includes more than 100 organisations, community groups, businesses and educational establishments. The
Town Partnership will help deliver a number of elements of the bid, including the Community Travel Planning in
element L4.
South Downs National Park Community Forum

C4.5

Consultation was undertaken with members of the South Downs National Park forum to gain support within the
South Downs National Park. The SDNPA liaised with local communities during the summer and autumn 2011 and
identified a number of emerging issues relating to transport, including the need to address traffic congestion in
popular locations, and the need for better links via public transport to recreation opportunities. This has been
reflected in the programme with a number of elements that will help to reduce congestion in Lewes town centre
and improve the interchange between foot, bus, cycle and rail, especially at Lewes rail station.
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Cycling Groups
C4.6

We have worked in partnership with the local cycle groups, including Cycle Lewes, Cycle Seahaven and the Ouse
Valley Cycle Network in the Lewes area. This has been valuable in supporting us to develop a programme of
infrastructure measures to support cycling, including filling in missing links, providing consistent signed routes
and tailoring this with cycle led initiatives that the cycle groups have previously been involved in; by providing
useful input concerning what has been successful and what the groups suggest could potentially be successfully
delivered in the town.
Engaging with local business

C4.7

Small and Medium Business Community - we piloted a county wide LSTF promotion to engage SME’s earlier this
year, targeted at ESCC's Business Support Network (BSN) of over 700 business members. As part of our LSTF
phased marketing and business engagement programme, we will use this as an approach to target and engage
Lewes SMEs’ participation through the BSN, and other established networks, including ESCC'S hosted Buy with
Confidence, and Support with Confidence, comprising over 400 contacts. We will also dovetail marketing
initiatives in collaboration with Low Carbon Essentials, an ESCC partnership project, which provides energy
efficiency / waste audits for SME’s.

C4.8

Large private employers have confirmed their willingness to participate in the LSTF programme, enabling us to
reach over 7,500 employees.

SECTION D – Value for money
D1

Outcomes and Value for Money
Travel Choices for Lewes

D1.1

This programme seeks to reduce the number of car based commuter trips into and out of Lewes, as well as local
car based journeys within the town. The value of this programme will be measured by the reduction in car
journeys and the subsequent carbon savings from reduced emissions.

D1.2

Evidence from the Sustainable Travel Towns Project clearly demonstrates that packages of measures similar to
the Travel Choices for Lewes package can achieve significant reductions in car based journeys by enabling people
to replace some of those car journeys with public transport, walking and cycling. In the Sustainable Travel Towns
car driver trips were reduced by 9% overall.

D1.3

In Lewes we aim to achieve a 10% reduction in car commuter trips in and out of the town. This is based on
evidence from the DfT evaluation of the Sustainable Travel Towns which suggests that the mean reduction in car
commuting at 17 larger public sector organisations with travel plans across England was 15%, and at 17 private
7
sector organisations was 11%. We have chosen a slightly lower figure for Lewes to reflect the fact that not all
organisations will have travel plans, and that it will be more challenging to work with a combination of smaller
8
organisations and a few large ones. Following the methodology in TAG Unit 3.9.5 , the economic benefits have
been calculated by multiplying the total forecast car km reduction by the Marginalised External Costs, discounted
to 2002 prices.

D1.4

It is calculated that the programme will deliver benefits of £234,874, with an additional £12,032 of savings from
school car trips, thereby giving a total for these two target groups of £246,906 over the programme period
(2002 prices).

D1.5

The spend per head of the whole programme is £25.17. The spend per head of the LSTF element is £21.66.

D1.6

We expect to take 1,568,061 vehicle kilometres off the road network over the programme period at a cost of
1.6p for every vehicle kilometre saved. Full details are available on the LSTF page of the County Council
9
website .

7

The Effects of Smarter Choice Programmes in the Sustainable Travel Towns: Sloman et al. 2010
Department for Transport (2009) WebTAG 3.9.5 MSA Major Schemes Appraisal Road Decongestion benefits
9
Further information is available online atwww.eastsussex.gov.uk
8
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Benefits to the Local Economy
D1.7

The primary impact of this programme is the reduction in local traffic congestion and the consequent delays to
travel times for work related journeys. A reduction in congestion will support the local economy in Lewes by
lowering business costs and will contribute to economic growth both in Lewes and the wider area.

D1.8

In addition, increased cycling and walking has the potential to impact positively on the local economy where
tourism and retail trade is increased through improved footfall as a result of less traffic in the town centre,
improved air quality, more open views and a generally improved public realm. This can result in increased visitor
spend. Increased cycling and walking are also likely to have a positive effect on physical fitness where new or
longer trips are made and reductions in short term absence from work can result from these improved levels of
10
health .

D1.9

There is a value on improvements in health as a result of increased walking or cycling related to the economic
benefit arising through reduced rates of mortality via increased activity. WebTAG 3.14.1 suggests that reduced
mortality benefits do form a significant proportion of the benefits of a walking or cycling scheme.
Carbon Benefits
11

D1.10

Working in partnership with Sussex Air, a cross boundary air quality partnership, a model has been developed to
determine the carbon savings from the reductions in car journeys delivered through each element of the
12
programme; this has used evidence from ‘Soft Measures – Hard Facts’

D1.11

Using the model we have calculated the carbon savings from each of the various elements of the programme,
making reasonable assumptions of impact based on evidence from the Sustainable Travel Towns project and from
evidence gathered from interventions locally. The savings that will be achieved by this programme are estimated
to be 2652.86 tonnes over the LSTF programme period, with annual savings going forward. This equates to £0.93
per/kg/C saved.
Wheels 2 Work and Education

D1.12

The financial and social benefits of these schemes have been described in a report by the Motor Cycle Industry
13
Association (2010) which identified that a single person joining the Wheels to Work scheme and earning
£15,000 per annum, could deliver a saving of £2,867.94 to the Exchequer in the first 6 months. This was based
on an assumption that the scheme was centrally funded, so under the Lewes programme the benefits will be
greater still.

D1.13

It can also be demonstrated that by enabling a young person to move off a life on benefits and into employment,
we will be contributing to social inclusion and reducing rural isolation as well as providing benefits to the state in
terms of income tax and national insurance.
Real time Passenger Information

D1.14

We have calculated the benefits of implementing RTPI based on work done by Brighton & Hove City Council for
the Shoreham Project. A stated preference exercise revealed that RTPI is worth 1.4 minutes of in-vehicle waiting
time at £4.85 an hour, i.e. 11.3pence per person per RTPI sign per year. Data from Brighton & Hove Buses shows
annual passenger numbers for all fare stages in Lewes as 615,000 which means the average number of people
using each bus stop in the area is 53. If 10 RTPI signs are installed in Lewes this gives an economic benefit of
£21,717.
Non-Quantifiable Benefits

D1.15

The programme will contribute to a significant number of non-quantifiable benefits. These include:
Enhancing joint business and community engagement,
Further opening council dialogue with local business - which can aid improvements in other areas of joint
concern e.g. business accommodation issues, training,
Facilitating and encouraging lower income families to access services and leisure facilities, and

10

World Health Organisation, 2003
Sussex Air is a partnership of local authorities committed to improving air quality and preventing related ill health. http://www.sussexair.net/
12
‘Soft measures – hard facts’ The value for money of transport measures which change travel behaviour. DoH, HA, NHS South West,
Travelwise and South West RDA. January 2011
13
‘Wheels to Work in 2010’ RPA on behalf of the Motor Cycle Industry Association (MCI)
11
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Reduced and more reliable travel time for those using the car as the first leg of the journey before accessing
public transport, particularly rail, thereby encouraging private – public transport modes as opposed to
private car only.
Active = Healthier & Happier
D1.16

Being more physically active can have a considerable impact on immediate and long term health by reducing the
likelihood of the diseases that cause premature death amongst adults, such as heart disease and cancer and
preventing children from developing these in later life. Mental health can also be greatly improved by being more
physically active. The programme will contribute to efforts to tackle growing levels of obesity amongst children
and adults and improve public health generally.
Air Quality

D1.17

The programme will contribute to specific actions identified in the Lewes AQMA Action Plan aimed at reducing
pollutant emissions through the delivery of a number of schemes to reduce vehicles and manage traffic more
effectively in Lewes. This will support the health benefits associated with improving air quality.
Environment

D1.18

As the local transport authority, East Sussex County Council is working in partnership with the SDNPA in
recognition of its duty to consider the purposes of the National Park in carrying out its functions. Reducing traffic
levels in the park is seen by the SDNPA as crucial to the delivery of the park’s key purposes and this programme
will deliver significant benefits by reducing the impact that traffic has on the character, quality and environmental
health of the historic landscape of Lewes.
Accessibility and Social Inclusion

D1.19

The Travel Choices for Lewes programme is designed to improve and support travel by sustainable means. In
particular the Wheels to Work and Education initiative (element L5) will improve access to education and skills
training as well as improve people’s options when looking for work by reducing the transport barriers that may
have reduced their opportunities. This is likely to result in a greater availability of skilled workers making Lewes a
14
more attractive business location. Work undertaken by the Department for Work and Pensions identified that
switching from a car to a bike (where there is zero cost after bike purchase) could save the average commuter
£3.24 per day, or £16.20 per week. Where wages are low, or people are workless, this could be the crucial factor
in respect of taking and keeping a job or training.

D2

Financial Sustainability

D2.1

Sustaining the benefits beyond the LSTF period has been at the forefront of the development of the bid
programme with key partners in order to minimise the need for ongoing financial support and therefore minimise
the need to identify further funding sources. This has been considered for each of the elements of the bid:
Embedding sustainable and active travel

D2.2

The Active Travel Co-ordinator described in package L3, will work with businesses, organisations educational
establishments to embed sustainable and active travel in existing work place processes and strategies including
business planning. This will be coupled with identifying community travel champions who will then ensure
sustainable travel remains within the organisations and community groups in the longer term. This would be
supported post LSTF funding by an online toolkit, developed through the LSTF funding under package L1, which
would support and encourage utilisation of information on sustainable and active travel. This will be hosted on
the ESCC TravelChoice website.
Maximising the opportunities in changes to local health and social policy

D2.3

14

The Health and Social Care Bill sets out the Government’s intentions for top tier authorities to take on
responsibility for health improvement from April 2013. ESCC would like to explore these proposed changes to
afford the possibility of incorporating active travel into any future health improvement programmes which use
the workplace as a setting.

‘Social Cost-Benefit Analysis framework’ Department for Work and Pensions 2010
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Real Time Passenger Information
D2.4

ESCC is seeking opportunities for the joint procurement of the RTPI GPRS system with Brighton & Hove City
Council to provide efficient use of resources, economies of scale and best value. Joint procurement would also
facilitate the extended coverage of the RTPI system to include cross boundary bus services between East Sussex
and Brighton & Hove. The implementation of a GPRS RTPI system as part of this programme would provide the
framework and a platform for future expansion to the rest of the county in an efficient and cost effective way.
Providing ‘light touch’ initiatives

D2.5

The Bike-It initiative identified in element L4 would cease at the end of the bid period. However, evidence from
the delivery of similar projects demonstrates that a cycling culture would be established within engaged
organisations. An asset from this project would be a stock of bicycles which would enable ESCC to provide a more
‘light touch’ ‘Bike It’ initiative. ESCC would utilise these to offer adult cycle training to workplaces and community
groups for an affordable fee. This would potentially provide an income stream to continue to offer this service. In
relation to schools, ESCC Road Safety team would work in partnership with Children’s Services PSHE co-ordinators
to promote Bikeability training and other travel safety initiatives.
Continuing to provide a ‘one stop shop’ for travel information

D2.6

Continuing to provide reliable travel information for both workplaces and local residents can help to sustain the
benefits from the intensive workplace sustainable travel marketing and promotion campaigns that would cease at
the end of the LSTF period in Lewes. A key benefit from the LSTF funding would be the provision of web-based
‘one stop’ travel information for Lewes, hosted on the TravelChoice website. ESCC existing resources would be
utilised to update the information as appropriate.
Moving towards a social enterprise

D2.7

In order to sustain the Wheels 2 Work and Learning scheme after the end of the LSTF programme period, an
appropriate business partner will be sought to include a moped and cycle shop, to develop the scheme into a
social enterprise, and to support the longer term delivery of the scheme. We have been developing contacts with
local businesses and with moped and electric bike distributors in order to ensure their support and possible
sponsorship if the scheme is funded through the LSTF.
Local Community Champions

D2.8

Through the work with the Lewes Town Partnership, local community champions will be identified and provided
with continued support by the partnership post LSTF funding in order for them to continue to provide positive
signposting to sustainable travel information and initiatives as well as to explore new funding opportunities.
Capital Elements

D2.9

The list of the ongoing maintenance of all new infrastructure delivered as part of this programme will be
absorbed into the County Council’s existing maintenance programme.

SECTION E - Deliverability
E1.

Implementation

E1.1

Appendix 4 includes a diagram of the programme delivery structure. East Sussex County Council (ESCC), in
collaboration with the South Downs National Park Authority (SDNPA), will be responsible for the delivery of the
bid and will be led by ESCC Infrastructure & Development team within the Economy, Transport & Environment
Department and the Access Officer for Sussex in the South Downs National Park Authority.

E1.2

An LSTF Programme Manager post has been included within the bid, and will be essential to the management of
the programme, working with internal officers, external partners and reporting to the DfT. ESCC is committed to
developing and evaluating a job specification for the Programme Manager in spring 2012, along with preparing
procurement briefs for the key and higher value elements of the programme. This will ensure that ESCC delivery
of this programme is not delayed by procedural issues.

E1.3

A Project Board will be established to provide the overall governance of the programme. The Board will include a
combination of Members and senior management officers from ESCC and the SDNPA. Their role will be to
approve the delivery of measures and to monitor the programme’s key output milestones. The LSTF Programme
Manager will report to the Board.
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E1.4

The elements of the programme will be delivered by themed project sub groups, which will include officers from
ESCC and SDNPA, delivery agents and local partners. Progress on each of the elements will be reported to the
Project Board via the LSTF Programme Manager.

E1.5

As part of the Sub Project Group – Infrastructure Delivery a RTPI Delivery Manager post has been identified to
lead the planning, technical design and implementation of the GPRS RTPI system. This will involve working closely
with technical consultants, Brighton & Hove City Council, Kent County Council and the bus operators. If this bid
and the East Sussex Coastal Towns - Better Travel to Work & Education bids were successful only one RTPI
Delivery Manager would be required for both bids

E1.6

A Stakeholder Liaison Group will be established, including local businesses, organisations, and education
establishments, to ensure that all stakeholders are kept updated. It will also provide an opportunity to share
good practice throughout the programme.

E2.

Output Milestones

E2.1

The key output milestones have been developed according to the measures within the five elements of the
package, and reflect the package costs profile in section C2. These are shown in Appendix 5.

E3.

Summary of key risks

E3.1

As part of the development of the package in section C1, an assessment of risk and potential opportunities was
undertaken for each of the measures, with a particular focus on the deliverability of measures by the end of the
programme period. For the purposes of the programme these risks have been amalgamated and the key risks are
outlined in the table below.
Risk

Likelihood

Impact

Actions to reduce the risk

Employers / Organisations / Local
Community not engaging with
elements of the programme such
as ActiveTravel, Cycle Training,
Walking & Cycling Challenges)

Low

High

Established links within ESCC will be
utilised; for example using existing
businesses links through the Economic
Development Team and the county
Economic Advisory Board (which includes
the Chambers of Commerce, the FSB),
and the Green Business Network and the
Trading Standards network (of over 800)
for small enterprises.

Tendering revenue initiatives that
would cost over £100,000 to
deliver over the bid period. E.g.
Wheels 2 Work & Learning and
ActiveTravel; the tender process
will need to be followed to identify
the appropriate delivery agents –
this, if protracted, could cause
significant delay.

Low

High

Tender documents and a list of potential
tenderers will be developed during spring
2012, prior to being informed of the
outcome of any LSTF award. This will
ensure that the tendering process can
start immediately if funding is awarded.

Timescale for recruitment of
Programme Manager and Active
Travel Co-ordinator – it is likely to
take up to 3-4 months or longer to
recruit appropriate personnel,
which would result in an
immediate slippage in the delivery
of the programme.

Low

High

To reduce the timescales for the
recruitment of these two posts, job
descriptions will be written and
evaluated during Spring 2012. This will
ensure that if ESCC is successful in
receiving LSTF funding these posts can be
advertised immediately.
In the interim period prior to
appointment to these posts, ESCC will
consider the use of a consultant to
‘kickstart’ the delivery of the programme.
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Risk

Likelihood

Impact

Actions to reduce the risk

Two organisations working in
partnership with differing
political leadership. This could
potentially delay the delivery of
some measures where approval is
required.

Low

High

This bid has cross party support. Political
leaders from ESCC and LDC will be part of
the LSTF project board that will meet
regularly. Therefore they will be
informed at an early stage of schemes to
be delivered throughout the LSTF period,
providing an opportunity for the early
identification of any potential sensitive
issues.

Wheels 2 work and Learning –
clients/students involved in
accidents using scheme
equipment.

Medium

High

Safety training – moped training or cycle
training will be required to be
undertaken before any equipment is
loaned.

Delay in obtaining support from
ESCC Lead Member Economy,
Transport & Environment for the
delivery of the capital measures.
This would impact on the delivery
timescales of the capital elements.

Low

High

The Lead Member will be part of the LSTF
project board that will meet regularly. He
will be informed at an early stage of
schemes to be delivered throughout the
LSTF period, providing an opportunity for
the early identification of any potential
issues.

The potential for as yet
unidentified risks at the delivery
stage of the capital measures.
This would impact on the delivery
timescales of the capital elements.

Medium

High

All capital schemes included in the bid
have been put through the ESCC scheme
appraisal framework that identifies risks
at the very early stages of scheme
development and reviews risk
throughout the delivery process. The
capital element will be managed by a
project sub group, and a key task will be
to identify, monitor and manage risks
associated with the capital measures.

A smaller reduction in car usage
than envisaged

Medium

High

Car journeys will be carefully monitored
to capture reductions in use. Slippage in
expected numbers will result in remedial
measures designed, with employer input
to ensure that the marketing and other
complementary measures have better fit
and resonance with car commuters as
the audience. Other communication
tools may also need to be explored at
this point.

E4. Project Evaluation
E4.1

East Sussex County Council, the South Downs National Park Authority and partners understand the importance of
undertaking a robust evaluation appropriate to the types and scale of measures that are proposed within the bid,
and therefore we are happy to co-operate with the DfT in the evaluation of this programme.

E4.2

The main bid objectives to be evaluated are to:
Supporting economic growth by implementing sustainable travel measures that support future
development,
Reducing traffic congestion on the routes into and within Lewes,
Recognising and addressing barriers to car drivers opting for low carbon alternatives – both physical and
perceived
Improving travel choices to enable greater levels of walking, cycling, bus, rail and car sharing, and
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Reducing carbon emissions.
E4.3

The evaluation of these objectives will be achieved by:
Levels of congestion - measured by reduction in car usage and journey time surveys,
Improve travel choices to enable greater levels of walking, cycling, bus, rail and car sharing - measured by
surveys, use of website, cycle counters station usage data etc,
Health of the local economy and levels of growth as measured by number of jobs created and Gross Value
Added (GVA) to the local economy,
Levels of carbon emissions- measured by traffic levels, and
Levels of pollutants in AQMA - measured by existing particulate monitoring equipment in East Sussex.

E4.3

Evaluation of these objectives will provide robust evidence that will also inform us of what worked well, for
whom, and in what circumstances. Where possible an assessment of the socio economic value for money of the
bid will be made on the associated economic outputs and impacts via their monetarised contribution to the
economy. The evaluation would also identify any additional related impacts (positive or negative) that can be
attributed partially or fully to the project.

E4.4

The actual size and breadth (and therefore related cost) of the evaluation, subject to DfT’s guidance, will be
determined in proportion to the size, cost and scale of impact of the bid including any potential impact on future
policy. In addition, consideration will need to be given to the attributable importance of any over or under
achievement, any relevant compounding factors, and how much this is a result of purely local circumstances or
not.
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- iii -

- iv -

-v-

- vi -

- vii -

- viii -

- ix -

-x-

- xi -

- xii -

- xiii -

- xiv -

Our ref:
Your ref:

Martin Wright AMCIHT
Asset Manager (East Sussex trunk
roads)
3B
Federated House
London Road
Dorking RH4 1SZ

Lisa Simmonds
Principal Transport Policy Officer
East Sussex County Council
Economy, Transport and Environment,
Coutny Hall
St Anne's Crescent
Lewes
BN7 1UE

Direct Line:
01306 874146
Mobile:
February 2012

Dear Lisa,
Local Sustainable Transport Fund
Thank you for our recent meeting and your follow-up email.
We discussed the fact that East Sussex County Council are intending to submit a bid under
the above LSTF fund. You have identified that there is improvement to be made to the A27
trunk road NMU facilities between Lewes and Falmer that may qualify under the terms of the
bid. Identifying this need follows some user feedback that you have received.
The Highways Agency will be willing to cooperate with ESCC with a view to achieving the
desired improvement. There is an undoubted use of the existing shared-use facility for
cycling and walking commuters between Lewes and Falmer where the provision continues
beyond Sussex and Brighton universities down into Brighton itself. Improvement would also
be timely given the arrival of the new AMEX football stadium and would encourage the use of
alternative transport for football supporters from the Lewes area. It is undoubtedly a strong
and legitimate candidate for funding under LSTF.

We look forward to further discussion on taking the matter forward.

Yours sincerely

Martin Wright AMCIHT
NOD SE AREA 4
Email: martin.wright@highways.gsi.gov.uk
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LSTF Project Board
(Decision Making Board)
Membership
Lead Member ETE
SDNPA Local Member
Assistant Director – Economy
Head of Service Economic Development, Skills & Infrastructure
Head of Service Transport & Operational Services
Head of Commissioning for Health Improvement and Partnerships
SDNPA – Senior Officer
Team Leader Infrastructure & Development
LSTF Programme Manager
Procurement Manager

Stakeholder Liaison Group
Businesses
Organisations
Education Establishments

Sub Project Group
Marketing & Promotions
ESCC Communications Manager
ESCC Marketing & Promotions
Officer
ESCC Publicity Officer

ESCC LSTF Programme Manager

Sub Project Group
Schemes & Initiatives
Active Travel Co-ordinator
Bike –I t Officers X3
Job Centre Plus Partnership
Manager
- 21 W2W&E Co-ordinator

SDNPA Access & Recreation Lead
Officer

Sub Project Group
Infrastructure Delivery
Design & Delivery Consultant
Design & Delivery Team Manager
Real Time Passenger Information
(RTPI) Delivery Manager
Public Transport Services Team
Manager
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